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Statistics On Crimes
• The highest number of arrests were for:
•
•
•

•

Drug abuse violations (estimated at 1,552,432 arrests)
Driving under the influence (estimated at 1,282,957)
Larceny theft (estimated at 1,282,352).

Repeat Offenders: One study tracked 404,638 prisoners in 30 states after their release from
prison in 2005. The researchers found:
•

Within three years of release, about two-thirds (67.8 percent) of released prisoners were rearrested.

•

Within five years of release, about three-quarters (76.6 percent) of released prisoners were rearrested.

•

Of those prisoners who were rearrested, more than half (56.7 percent) were arrested by the end of the first year.

•

76.9 percent of drug offenders, 73.6 percent of public order offenders and 71.3 percent of violent offenders were
repeat offenders

So Crowded They Put Beds Anywhere!

These Two Spend Over 2/3 Of Their Day In
Here!

Areas Of Thought
•

In relation to Manson and criminals in general, are these people born evil?

•

Do people commit acts that are evil on purpose?

•

Do people know that what they are doing is evil or do they believe they are doing what they think is right (explain)?

• Is what they believe to be right an illusion? If it is an illusion can we say this is why it is evil(why)?
•

Do people who commit victimless crimes deserve this type of punishment, what are your thoughts? Does a straight “A” student
who made a mistake to drink and drive and does not hurt anyone deserve a prison sentence?

•

Once in prison, does the system serve to rehabilitate or breed more evil in person?

• If it does not rehabilitate, do the governments and private corporations know this, yet still partake in the illusion
for the sake of profit?

•

In what ways do prisons breed evil?

•

Do prisons and solitary confinement take ones ability to exist away?

•

What constitutes that a person or thing exists and is taking this ability way evil?

